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So many words are used to say what's good or bad i
still believe it's judging value to explicitly
'cause when it comes to the full joy of life you'll find out
that it's all in the eye of the beholder

the times that i lost hope, the times i don't know how to
cope with all these obstacles,
i'm not alone
i wish that i could help you with the stumbling blocks
that seem so high to you and help you find the stone
but i have visions to, i push them on to you, you're just
the same,
can't call that insane
so please refrain from putting labels on things that
have happened in the past,
because for that our lives burn

cause I can throw perspective now,I never wonder how
I'll let go

So many thoughts are cast to figure out the way, i still
believe that none is better than their opposite
'cause when it comes to the pure fact of life you'll find
out that we're all just a moment in time yeah!

the times that i lost hope, the times i don't know how to
cope with all these obstacles,
i'm not alone
i wish that i could help you with the stumbling blocks
that seem so high to you and help you find the stone
but i have visions to, i push them on to you, you're just
the same,
can't call that insane
so please refrain from putting labels on things that
have happened in the past,
because for that our lives burn way to fast

Hear my words for you

you can tell me what to do
but I'm just the same as you
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vieuwpoints are not always true
my perspective is a clue
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